Barry Segal and Jen Shore interviewed during Social Change's Changefest event!

**FILM X ACTIVISM**

Rebekah Monroe She/Her  
Barry and Jen

**IN A DEMOCRACY, EVERY Vote SHOULD COUNT.**

[Read More](#)

Thoughts from Barry on the Electoral College...
Thoughts from Barry on Institutional Sex Abuse... Read More

Focus for Good

We're so proud to support BlackFem!
See more of our partners here...

FFH Partner: BlackFem

BlackFem is transforming school-based learning so that girls of color in underserved communities have the skills, habits and resources to build and sustain wealth.

BLACKFEM WINS

- In a school districts where the BlackFem curriculum is provided, students are effectively able to access to assets such as bank accounts and brokerage accounts.

- The BlackFem program generated nearly $25,000 of wealth in their communities based on how students contributed to assets they learned how to obtain.

CHLOE MCKENZIE, EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR
"The wealth gap is the most severe, pervasive, intractable and damaging inequality facing black women. I'm fighting for them."

FFH supports BlackFem quite simply because it works, and it works well. Financial success for communities of color is the key to not only reducing the wealth gap, but also the health disparities that affect quality of life. Mavericks, like Chloe, are dismantling the playing field to bring more equity to the game.

In Case You Missed It...
Thank you to everyone who joined this important discussion! A special thank you to our moderator and panelists!

News from Our Sister Organization:

Segal Family Foundation
The Future Summit: Crafting the Africa We Want
Over 1,000 people logged in the Segal Family Foundation’s annual Future Summit!

Miss a newsletter? Check out our past newsletters here...

Follow Us